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ral dynamics of the ultrafast
solvation process around photo-excited aqueous
halides†
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This work investigates and describes the structural dynamics taking place following charge-transfer-to-

solvent photo-abstraction of electrons from I− and Br− ions in aqueous solution following single- and 2-

photon excitation at 202 nm and 400 nm, respectively. A Time-Resolved X-ray Solution Scattering (TR-

XSS) approach with direct sensitivity to the structure of the surrounding solvent as the water molecules

adopt a new equilibrium configuration following the electron-abstraction process is utilized to

investigate the structural dynamics of solvent shell expansion and restructuring in real-time. The

structural sensitivity of the scattering data enables a quantitative evaluation of competing models for the

interaction between the nascent neutral species and surrounding water molecules. Taking the I0–O

distance as the reaction coordinate, we find that the structural reorganization is delayed by 0.1 ps with

respect to the photoexcitation and completes on a time scale of 0.5–1 ps. On longer time scales we

determine from the evolution of the TR-XSS difference signal that I0: e− recombination takes place on

two distinct time scales of ∼20 ps and 100 s of picoseconds. These dynamics are well captured by

a simple model of diffusive evolution of the initial photo-abstracted electron population where the

charge-transfer-to-solvent process gives rise to a broad distribution of electron ejection distances,

a significant fraction of which are in the close vicinity of the nascent halogen atoms and recombine on

short time scales.
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1 Introduction

Charge transfer reactions in solution are of high interest for
energy transformation, transmission, and storage and under-
standing the solvation mechanisms involved in such processes
enables potential tuneabilities of the solute–solvent bond
network and thereby transient state lifetimes. It has been shown
that atomic–scale interactions between solute and solvent can
directly inuence the outcome of chemical reactions1–4 and
biochemical processes.5–8 In dissociative processes, the
surrounding solvent molecules can serve as a cage to conne
(photo-) dissociated geminate fragments,9–11 and through their
inuence on the position and shape of the potential energy
surface solute–solvent interactions have been shown to lead to
changes in the lifetime and geometry of photo-excited solute
molecules in a range of systems.12–16 Much progress has been
made in studying the interplay between charge state dynamics
and the structural dynamics of the solvent via time-resolved
spectroscopic methods and simulations,17–20 however, a dearth
of experimental probes with both the requisite time- and spatial
resolution continues to provide a challenge. Consequently,
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 11391–11401 | 11391
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Fig. 1 (a) Static absorption spectra for NaI and NaBr solvated in water.
The dashed and dotted grey lines indicate the excitation wavelengths
that were used for TA spectroscopy. (b) Scheme of the iodide exci-
tation with 1-photon (240 nm) and 2-photons (387 nm). (c) Transient
optical absorption spectrum of aqueous iodide after 240 nm
excitation.
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a comprehensive mechanistic picture with predictive capabil-
ities regarding solvation dynamics and their inuence on
chemical reactions has yet to emerge.

Aqueous halides, e.g. iodide and bromide, have served as an
important set of systems to study the fundamental mechanisms
of Charge-Transfer-To-Solvent (CTTS) dynamics. They are highly
relevant for solvation studies due to their natural abundance
and role in cell biology21–23 and cloud formation.24 A prevailing
perspective has long been that upon excitation with a photon,
the electron abstracted from an aqueous halide rst exists in
close proximity to its original atom (a so-called contact pair),
before it becomes hydrated and dissolves into the solvent as
a free electron. This concept was introduced in simulation
studies in the 1990s25–29 and was taken up later in classical
Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations30,31 and the analysis of
experimental results.32–35

For example, optical Transient Absorption (TA) studies in the
visible spectrum29,36–38 record the signature of an electron as
a spectral feature growing within the rst picosecond aer
excitation and developing to a broad band centered at∼700 nm.
Subsequently, this spectral signature decays with two time
constants – one assigned to the dissociation of a contact pair
into a free electron and a halogen atom (tens of picoseconds)
and the other one assigned to the geminate recombination of
a free electron with a halogen atom (100–200 ps). Similar to the
TA results, two time scales of several tens of picoseconds and
$100 ps have been reported from the decay of spectra observed
in Time-Resolved Photo-Electron Spectroscopy (TRPES)
experiments.39–42 Using TRPES, the electron binding energies
were investigated and the exponentially decaying components
of the photoelectron intensity prole were associated with the
formation of a contact pair and its subsequent dissociation.
Further insights into the potential presence and nature of
transient species such as I0(OH2) have also been suggested by
time-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy in combination
with QM/MM simulations.35 Very recently the above-mentioned
simulation-based studies were further extended by an ab initio
molecular dynamics simulation study of an iodide surrounded
by 256 water molecules.43 Similar to the simulation results in
the earlier works by Pham et al. and others, this study also
identied the ∼0.5 Å expansion of the solvent cage. It was
further found that this solvent cage expansion coexists with
transiently formed I–OH2 pairs and they utilized a classication
approach to shed light on the nature and dynamics of the
electron from its formation in a Rydberg state, through contact-
pair formation and until it localizes in the bulk solvent.

In the recent experimental work with ultrafast X-ray methods
by Vester et al.,44 the existence of the contact pair as a distinct
species was brought into question by analysis suggesting an
average ejection distance of the photo-abstracted electron of 7.4
± 1.5 Å, which lies well outside the rst solvation shell around
an iodine atom. A model with diffusion-driven dynamics of the
free electron was shown to be sufficient for tting the kinetic
traces of the iodine 2s–5p transition intensity of X-ray Absorp-
tion Near Edge Structure (XANES) data. Thus, the electron could
be characterized as free electron directly aer photo excitation.
From a structural point of view, Vester et al. applied Time-
11392 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 11391–11401
resolved X-ray Solution Scattering combined with classical
Molecular Dynamics simulations to qualitatively conrm the
∼0.5 Å increase in the nearest-neighbour I–O distances and also
observed that the onset of this structural change was delayed by
∼0.1 ps with respect to the photo excitation event.

Building on the work of Vester et al., our present study
utilizes Time-Resolved X-ray Solution Scattering (TR-XSS)45,46 to
investigate the conguration of solvent molecules around the
solute aer CTTS reactions.47–49 We employ a model based on
classical MD simulations to t the TR-XSS data, with the
interactions between solute and solvent molecules described by
using the sum of a Coulomb and a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential.
We investigate the validity of previously proposed LJ potentials
by comparing difference signals calculated from the MD
simulations to experiments for aqueous halides both before and
aer photoionisation. Finally, the structural changes around
halides are observed for 100 ps to study recombination
dynamics as well as to estimate the ejection distance of the
electron from the halide. An investigation of different halides
(iodide and bromide) enables the construction of a more
generalized picture for the structural dynamics involved in
solvation processes.
2 Optical transient absorption

Preceding the investigation of CTTS excitation in aqueous
halides with the structurally sensitive TR-XSS method, the
dependencies of the electronic dynamics following on 1-photon
or 2-photon excitation of iodide with different amounts of
excess excitation energy were also studied. The absorption
spectrum of aqueous NaI in the deep UV exhibits well dened
absorption bands centered at 195 nm and 225 nm. These bands
shown in Fig. 1a) have been established50,51 to arise from exci-
tation to spin–orbit split 6s Rydberg-like states, 2P3/2 and

2P1/2,
as schematically drawn in Fig. 1b).

In the present study, optical transient absorption measure-
ments were performed with 1-photon, 240 nm (0.5 mJ per pulse),
and 2-photon, 387 nm (20 mJ per pulse), pump pulses on iodide
solutions (25 mM) prepared from the sodium salt. A full
description of the experimental details is given in the ESI
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Section A.† By performing TA experiments at 240 nm, the 1-
photon process at the red tail of the spectrum produces an
abstracted electron with a minimal amount of excess energy,
while the 2-photon pump excites the system more resonantly
into its CTTS state. Thus, the electrons produced with a 2-
photon pump have more excess energy. Fig. 1c) shows transient
absorption spectra DA(l, Dt) of aqueous NaI aer 1-photon
excitation. Similar to previous spectroscopic studies of solvated
electron systems,37,52,53 the data exhibits the absorption peak
centered at ∼680 nm54,55 with a FWHM of 300 nm. The signal
increases on a sub-ps time scale and maximum peak height is
observed at a time delay Dt = 2.5 ps and decays on a time scale
of tens of picoseconds.

The transient absorption signal was tted in a global analysis
framework including three components, with one describing
the grow-in of the signal and two describing the decay yielding
as output three time constants s1, s2, and s3. For the 1-photon
excitation of NaI, this analysis yields a characteristic grow-in
time of s1 z 400 fs, followed by a fast decay of about 60% of
the signal on a time scale of s2∼ 19 ps with the remaining signal
decaying on a time scale of a few hundred ps. Similar time
constants are observed for 2-photon excitation, although only
30% of the signal decays with the fast time component in the 2-
photon case. The best-t parameters and results are summa-
rized in Table 1 and Fig. S1–S2 in the ESI.†
Fig. 2 2-dimensional representations ofDS(Q, Dt) after excitationwith
8 mJ 202 nm pump pulses. In (a)–(c) the full signal is shown for
aqueous NaI, aqueous NaBr (both 100 mM) and pure water for time
delays up to 2 ps. In (d)–(i) an averaged purewater signal forDt$ 2.6 ps
was fitted to and subtracted from the full signal. The three bottom
panels show data at longer time delays up to (g), (h)Dt= 20 ps and (i)Dt
= 100 ps. The area of the zoom-in of the preceding panels is marked
by a grey box.
3 Time-resolved X-ray solution
scattering

TR-XSS data were collected at both the ID09 beamline56 at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) at pump –

probe time delays of Dt = 200 ps to several nanoseconds and at
the SACLA X-ray free electron laser for pump-probe time delays
Dt = −20 ps to 100 ps. Aqueous iodide and bromide were
studied at two different concentrations, 20 mM and 100 mM,
respectively.

At ESRF, a 300 mm at liquid jet with a NaI sample was 2-
photon excited with 50 fs laser pulses at 400 nm wavelength on
a spot size of 160 × 140 mm and a pulse intensity of 73 mJ per
pulse at the sample position. The 18 keV X-ray probe pulses (100
ps pulse width) were generated in a 1 kHz mode using a high
speed chopper system.57 Scattering signals S(Q) were recorded
with a Rayonix detector as a function of the wave vector transfer

Q ¼ l

4p
sinðqÞ, where 2q is the scattering angle and l the X-ray

wavelength.
At SACLA, the aqueous iodide and bromide samples were

delivered to the beam interaction point as a 50 mm round jet and
two sets of experiments were performed; in one, the samples
were excited with ∼50 fs laser pulses at 202 nm wavelength
produced with the fourth harmonic of the Ti:sapphire laser for
1-photon excitation. The spot size was 150× 170 mmwith a laser
ux of 8 mJ per pulse at the sample position. In a second set of
experiments at SACLA, pump pulses of 400 nm wavelength were
used for 2-photon excitation with a spot size of 250 × 260 mm
and with an intensity of 70 mJ per pulse. 15 keV X-ray probe
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
pulses were delivered with 30 Hz repetition rate and a pulse
length below 10 fs. The time delay between the laser-pump and
the X-ray probe pulses was determined with better than 50 fs
accuracy on a pulse-to-pulse basis utilizing the arrival time
monitor instrument installed immediately before the sample
chamber.

In both the synchrotron and the X-ray free-electron laser
experiment, the 2-dimensional detector data was reduced by
azimuthal integration around the center of the detector (q = 0).
Subsequently, difference scattering curves were obtained
through the subtraction of laser-off from the laser-on scattering
curves, as indicated in eqn (1). Further information on data
reduction and the signal scaling to the smallest stoichiometri-
cally representative unit of the solution (Liquid Unit Cell, LUC)
can be found in the ESI.†

DS(Q, Dt) = Son(Q, Dt) − Soff(Q) (1)

The high temporal resolution available at SACLA enables
studies of sub-picosecond structural dynamics following photo-
abstraction excitation of I− and Br− in aqueous solution.
Fig. 2a–c shows 2-dimensional representations of the recorded
DS(Q, Dt) difference signals for aqueous NaI, aqueous NaBr and
pure water excited with 202 nm pump pulses at a similar inci-
dent laser uence. In all three measurements, the strongest
difference signal is a positive feature surrounded by two nega-
tive signal features and is observed between Q = 1.5–4 Å−1. This
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 11391–11401 | 11393
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pattern is consistent with the TR-XSS signature arising from the
structural changes due to a temperature increase of the aqueous
solvent.

Fig. 2d–i demonstrates how a time-dependent subtraction of
the neat water heating difference signal obtained at Dt > 2.6 ps
reveals the presence of a signicantly weaker (note the change
in color scale) but persistent difference signal in the data sets
acquired for NaI and NaBr, but not for neat water. Thus, panels
d–i show solely the difference scattering arising from electron-
abstraction from the halides and the subsequent structural
dynamics, with panels d and e focusing on the fastest time
scales (Dt < 2 ps), g and h the intermediate time scale up to 20 ps
and panel i shows the heat-subtracted difference signal for NaBr
up toDt= 100 ps. For panels g–i the dark rectangles indicate the
time range shown in the previous panels. For both NaI and NaBr
the heat-subtrated difference signal is observed to appear on
a sub-picosecond time scale and are quite similar in shape for
the two halides. For both systems the difference signal is
observed to decrease in intensity on a time scale of tens of
picoseconds with no change in difference signal shape but with
signicant difference signal intensity also remaining out to the
longest time delays studied at SACLA. The difference scattering
DS(Q, Dt) obtained from aqueous NaI aer 2-photon excitation
with 400 nm pump pulses does not display any distinctive
changes in difference signal shape or time evolution compared
to the 1-photon process and is shown in the ESI.†
3.1 Modeling the difference scattering

The scattering from each of the subsystems (solute, cage and
bulk solvent) can be calculated from the pairwise radial distri-
bution functions glm(r) between atoms of ‘type’ (i.e. atomic form
factor58) l and m via the generalized form of the Debye equation

SðQÞ ¼
X
l

Nlfl
2 þ

X
l;m

flfm
NlðNm � dlmÞ

V
4p

�
ðN

0

r2glmðrÞ sinðQrÞ
Qr

dr; (2)

where Nl denotes the number of atoms of type l, f indicates
atomic form factors (with the dependence on Q suppressed for
clarity of presentation), r is the distance between atoms, V is the
irradiated volume, and dlm is the Kronecker delta. The radial
distribution functions (RDFs) that describes the sample can be
modelled by performing Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
and histogramming the interatomic distances from the simu-
lation. The specics on how to apply eqn (2) to radial distri-
bution functions sampled from MD simulations can be found
elsewhere,59,60 and is summarized for this work in the ESI.†

To interpret the acquired TR-XSS data and assign physical
meaning to the shape and evolution of difference scattering
signals, we utilize a model based on a linear combination of
difference scattering components arising primarily from the
solute, solvation cage and bulk solvent regions of the molec-
ular system, an approach also utilized in previous works.14,44,61

As in the recent work on iodide solvation dynamics by Vester
et al.,44 classical MD simulations are taken as the starting
point for calculating the contributions to the (difference)
11394 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 11391–11401
scattering signal arising from structural changes in the solute,
the bulk solvent and the solvation cage surrounding the solute
species.

MD simulations were performed for charged halides and
neutral halogens solvated in water, representing the state of the
molecular system before and some time aer laser excitation
and electron abstraction when structural equilibrium around
the halogen solute has been established. Specically for the
cage contribution Sc(Q), the radial distribution function glm
between the halide and oxygen (here I–O) as well as iodide and
hydrogen (I–H) atoms is calculated for all such atom pairs. For
the solvent the scattering is calculated from the radial distri-
bution function of O–O, O–H and H–H, and is here denoted
Sv(Q). In a second calculation step, the difference signal DS(Q)
for each of the three contributions is calculated from direct
subtraction DS(Q) = SExcited(Q) − SGround(Q) to yield DSu, DSc
and DSv, where the latter may include changes in scattering
arising from changes in excluded volume while spurious
contributions to the simulated difference signal from changes
in the density due to the simulation methods have been
removed as described in the ESI in Fig. S10 and eqn (7).†

Additionally to the changes in scattering arising from
changes in the solute, solvent and shell structures as a conse-
quence of the change in electronic state of the solute, the "heat
response" difference signal component DSDT(Q) arising from
the structural changes due to energy deposition into the solvent
is included. This contribution was measured in a separate
experiment.62 Thus, our full model becomes a linear combina-
tion with the following terms:

DS(Q, Dt) = a(Dt)$DSu+c(Q) + g(Dt)

$DSv(Q) + DT(Dt)$DSDT(Q). (3)

In this expression, a can be readily interpreted as an exci-
tation fraction, whereas g represents both local (near the solute)
and bulk changes to the structure of the solvent. As the volume
of the solute and solvation shell is inaccessible to the bulk
solvent, it has in the past been described as ‘excluded volume’.
Upon extraction of an electron from the solute the solvation
shell rst grows and then later, following recombination,
shrinks due to reordering around the solvated ion. With the
scaling to a LUC, DT describes the magnitude of a structural
change directly arising from a temperature increase in degrees
K when thermodynamic equilibrium has been established as
discussed in the ESI† and following the considerations pre-
sented in ref. 14.

In the rst step of the data analysis presented here, the
sensitivity of DSu+c(Q) towards details of the molecular–level
interactions is benchmarked for the case of aqueous iodide on
picosecond-resolved scattering data measured at the ESRF as
follows. In the MD simulations we assume63–65 that the potential
of the solute atoms with respect to the solvent molecules at
a particular distance rij can be described by a Lennard-Jones
potential for a pair of atoms i and j

Vij

�
rij
� ¼ 43ij

"�
sij

rij

�12

�
�
sij

rij

�6
#

(4)
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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with parameters sij and 3ij corresponding to the characteristic
distances and strengths of the van der Waals interactions.
Further, the full potential of iodide I− towards interaction with
the (polar) molecules of the aqueous solvent differs strongly
from the iodine (I0) potential due to the coulombic contribution
to the interaction between the charged solute and polar solvent
molecules. While many studies66–70 have been directed towards
determining the correct Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters for the
case of iodide, only few71 of them attempted to determine LJ
parameters representing interaction with iodine. Fig. 3a shows
total non-bonded pair interaction potentials with water for the
charged iodide species (black curve) as well as for two sets of LJ
parameters for the non-charged iodine species (see the ESI† for
details). The grey line depicts the LJ potential when the same
parameters are used for iodine as for iodide (s = 5.02 Å, 3 =

3.7 kJ mol−1) and the green line shows the LJ potential where
the parameter set s = 3.75 Å, 3 = 2.51 kJ mol−1 is used for
iodine, which is derived from an optimization of the free energy
of hydration for alkyl halides in a TIP4P water model.71 The
potential for the I− interaction shows a clear and deep
Fig. 3 (a) Iodide/dine-water dimer potential curves based on the
dimer geometry determined in Fig. S3 in the ESI,† calculated using
iodide and the excited state iodine with (Iopt

0) and without (I0) opti-
mized parameters. (b) RDFs calculated by classical MD simulation for
the halide-oxygen distance of aqueous NaI.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
minimum at R = 3.9 Å, with the gray curve resulting from using
the same LJ parameters for I− and I0 having a much more
shallow minimum at a longer distance, around 4.6 Å, due to the
absence of the electrostatic interaction. The green potential
energy curve calculated using the I0-optimized LJ parameters
shows a similarly shallowminimum, but at a shorter distance of
about R = 3.9 Å.

Fig. 3b shows the structural consequences of these three
different interaction potentials in terms of the I–O radial
distribution functions calculated from MD simulations. The
strong interaction between solute and solvent in the I− case
(black curve) leads to a very well-dened rst solvation shell
with an I–O distance of about 3.6 Å as well as clear signatures of
also well-dened 2nd shell at 5 Å. For the case of I0, the rst
solvation shell is less well dened and is found at longer I–O
distances, 4–4.5 Å, and also here a 2nd solvation shell can be
discerned at a distance of 7 Å. While the resulting solvation
structures are generally quite similar for the two sets of LJ
parameters used for I0, the assumption of the same LJ interac-
tion parameters for I− and I0 (grey curve) leads to a slightly
longer 1st shell distances than the simulation based on LJ
parameters optimized from alkyl halide simulations. As dis-
cussed in further detail below, it is interesting to note how even
rather different solute–solvent interaction potentials lead to
essentially the same solvation shell structures in the case of I0,
indicating that solvent–solvent interactions may dominate over
solute–solvent interactions for this species.

To demonstrate how the TR-XSS methods employed in the
present study have the needed sensitivity to discern between
different models for the solute–solvent interactions for I0,
Fig. 4a) shows the DSu+c term calculated from the two I0 MD
simulations. Even though the two DSu+c curves are quite similar,
employing the LJ parameters optimized for I0 leads to a signi-
cantly (c2 = 2.2 vs. c2 = 3.1) better t to the X-ray difference
scattering signal DS(Q) acquired at Dt = 200 ps, compared to
using the same LJ parameters for I0 as for I−. Fig. 4b shows the
full t as well as the individual contributions to the model for
the I− / I0 photo-abstraction difference scattering signal.

In the following Section, DSu+c is calculated with the opti-
mized LJ parameters and the same linear-combination analysis
approach is applied to follow the dynamics of solvation imme-
diately following photo-abstraction of the electron from I−. We
note, that for clarity in Fig. 4b the signal contributions from
direct water excitation and photoproduct formation have been
removed from the difference signal DS, which leaves DSu+c as
the strongest signal contribution.
3.2 Time-dependence of the scattering signal contributions

To investigate the time evolution of the acquired difference
signals inmore detail, we next apply themodel presented in eqn
(3) to t the data shown in Fig. 2a and b. Fig. 5 shows the (heat-
subtracted) DS(Q, Dt) data for the NaI sample as well as the
model t and the residual. Corresponding t results for longer
time delays, lower concentration and for NaBr are shown in the
ESI Fig. S6–S9.† In general a very good t is observed at all time
delays with all the major features of DSmeas.(Q, Dt) being
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 11391–11401 | 11395



Fig. 4 (a) Difference scattering signals calculated from the RDFs in
Fig. 3 via the Debye equation. (b) DS(Q, Dt= 200 ps) (water-subtracted,
di-/triiodide-subtracted see ESI†) fitted with the scattering contribu-
tions, which are shown with an offset for clarity. The inset shows
QDS(Q, Dt) in the high Q range.

Fig. 5 (a) 2-dimensional representations DS(Q, Dt) of the 100 mM NaI
measurement (heat-subtracted), (b) the model after eqn (3) and (c) the
residual after subtraction the model from the measurement. The lines
through Dt = 2 ps indicate the location for the difference scattering in
Q shown in (d).

Fig. 6 (a)–(c) Temporal evolution of the three model contributions
a(Dt) (magenta), g(Dt) (cyan) and DT(Dt) (red) for 100 mM aqueous NaI
after 202 nm excitation. Full lines are fits of IRF-broadened exponential
grow-ins with the best-fit time constants indicated in the legends. (d)
Long time delay behaviours of a(Dt), g(Dt) and DT(Dt). The solid lines
show best-fit exponential decays (for a, g) and grow-in (for DT) with
the time constants s indicated in the legend.

Table 1 Comparison between rise times of a(Dt), g(Dt) andDT(Dt) after
1-photon excitation, the decay times a2(Dt), g2(Dt) and the second rise
time DT2(Dt) in picoseconds

Sample sa sg sDT sa2 sg2 sDT2

NaI
20 mM 0.7(1) 0.6(2) 0.8(1) 21(16) 15(11) 29(32)
100 mM 0.6(1) 0.4(1) 0.7(1) 23(3) 19(6) 24(21)

NaBr
20 mM 0.7(1) 0.6(1) 0.8(1) 83(120) 15(13) 27(10)
100 mM 0.7(1) 0.6(1) 0.8(1) 18(11) 13(6) 32(13)

Chemical Science Edge Article
captured by DSmodel(Q, Dt), albeit with a tendency for the
measured data to show slightly sharper features than what is
predicted by the model.
11396 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 11391–11401
Fig. 6a–c shows the time evolution of the three time-dependent
scalers in the model described by eqn (3). a(Dt) and g(Dt) and
DT(Dt) all show very similar behavior, with a grow-in completed on
the ∼1 ps time scale. To quantify these dynamics further, Fig. 6
also shows the best-t results for an exponential grow-in (broad-
ened by an Instrument Response Function (IRF) as shown in eqn
(E8)–E10†) tted individually to each of a(Dt) and g(Dt) andDT(Dt)
in the time range up to 4 picoseconds. To stabilize the tting the
width of the IRF was constrained to a 120–140 femtoseconds
interval, but inspired by the delayed-onset observed in the
previous study by Vester et al.,44 the time of the onset (t0) was
included as a fully free parameter.

From these ts, we nd that for the 100mMNaI sample a(Dt)
and g(Dt) show a delayed onset of 0.1–0.2 ps with respect to Dt=
0, in agreement with the results presented in Vester et al. For the
time scale of the signal grow-ins we nd that the DSv contri-
bution grows in slightly faster (sg = 0.4(1) ps) than the DSu+c
contribution (sa = 0.6(1) ps). Although at the limit of resolv-
ability we nd this trend to be reproduced across the four
sample types investigated, as shown in Table 1.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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DSDT is observed to grow in on a time scale of sDT = 0.7(1) ps
which is slightly slower than in previously publications,14,44

which we ascribe to how the model is applied to t the data here
without including the second, slower, grow-in for the DSDT
contribution, seen in Fig. 6d) and which is discussed in more
detail below. We further note that we do not see the early onset
of the DSDT contribution which was observed in the work by
Vester et al., and tentatively assign this observation to the much
lower laser uence used in the experiments for which results are
presented here.

Generalizing the t results for 100 mM NaI to the other
sample types studied, the rst three columns of Table 1 show
the time constants sa, sg and sDT determined from the same
analysis applied to similar data sets acquired for 20 mM and
100 mM samples of NaI and NaBr. For all samples, the response
of DSv is the fastest (sg = 0.4–0.6 ps) followed by DSu+c (sa = 0.6–
0.7 ps) and DSDT (sDT = 0.7–0.8 ps).

Fig. 6d shows the time evolution of a(Dt), g(Dt) and DT(Dt)
on the 20 ps time scale, with Fig. S14 and S15 of the ESI†
showing the corresponding data sets acquired for NaBr. For the
100 mM NaI and NaBr samples we nd that the DSu+c and DSv
contributions to the difference signal show a∼20% decrease on
the 20 ps time scale and applying a simple mono-exponential t
to these observed dynamics we nd characteristic time
constants of aroundz20 ps. For the corresponding 20mM data
the measured difference signals are much weaker and these
time constants have a high uncertainty as seen in Table 1. We
also note, that the decays do not complete on the 100 ps time
scale (see also Fig. S15†), therefore the complete return to an
unexcited system has a time scale slong > 100 ps larger then the
probed time range. For the evolution of DT Fig. 6d shows how
the initial fast grow-in is followed by a second, slower andmuch
smaller, increase in the solvent temperature. From the decay of
a(Dt) an estimation of an average electron ejection radii of rej =
5.3 ± 3 Å for iodide and rej = 7.5 ± 4 Å for bromide is calculated
based on the diffusion-limited recombination model discussed
by Vester et al.44 The distributions of rej are shown in the
Fig. S17.†

To investigate the signal dependence on single- or multi-
photon excitation on short time scales, Fig. 7 shows DS(Q,
Dt = 2 ps)NaI − DT$DSH2O aer 1-photon excitation at 202 nm
and 2-photon excitation at 400 nm. Both wavelengths excite
aqueous iodide into the CTTS band centered at 195 nm. For 2-
Fig. 7 Comparison between 1-photon and 2-photon excitation of
100 mM NaI. Panel (a) depicts DS(Q, Dt = 2 ps) after subtracting
contributions from pure water scattering and in (b) the sum of the
absolute signal is shown as a function of Dt up to 4 ps.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
photon excitation, the lower signal to noise ratio is a conse-
quence of the smaller excitation fraction for the multi-photon
process. The shape of the depicted signal as well as the
similar grow-in show no excitation-dependent changes within
the measurement uncertainties.
4 Discussion
4.1 Transient optical absorption data

In the TA measurement results shown in Fig. 1c the signature of
a solvated electron is to be observed with a grow-in time s1∼ 400
fs for CTTS excited iodide in water. Based on the time-
independent position of the absorption peak, a low proba-
bility for the formation of cation–electron pairs53,72–74 in the
solution can be assumed. The signal decay is bi-exponential (s2,
s3), where the signal dies out aer a characteristic time s3 in
accordance with earlier studies,37,40 matching a diffusion driven
recombination of free electrons with the halogen atoms. As the
observed lifetimes s2 are too short for free diffusion through the
solvent, we cautiously ascribe them to the geminate recombi-
nation of electrons in close proximity of their original halogen
atom. Such electrons match the description of short-lived
contact-pairs by Staib and Borgis.25 The number of electrons
staying in close proximity gets smaller when the (average)

ejection distances grow larger. With the amplitudes
a2

atotal
we

tentatively approximate the number of contact-pair-like elec-
trons to 60% at 240 nm excitation and 30% at 387 nm
excitation.
4.2 Solvation structure of I0

Turning next to the analysis and interpretation of the TR-XSS
data, Fig. 4b demonstrates how the comparatively simple
model presented in eqn (3) is able to fully capture all features of
the background-subtracted difference scattering signal
acquired at Dt = 200 ps aer 2 × 400 nm photoexcitation. As
indicated by the light blue curve in this gure, aer water-
subtraction DS(Q) is dominated by the difference signal
contribution DSu+c arising from changes in the solute–solvent
pair-correlation function due to photo-abstraction of an elec-
tron from I−, but with some contribution from the changes in
the solvent–solvent radial distribution function which give rise
to DSv. This latter contribution can tentatively be related to the
change in the size of the “hole” in the solvent occupied by the
solute (excluded volume) as well as potentially to the changes in
inter-molecular structure arising from the several millimolar of
solvated electrons eaq.52,75–77

The dominating DSu+c contribution arises from the struc-
tural changes seen from the “point of view” of the solute and as
such is directly related to the structural changes in the rst
solvation shell(s) which are illustrated by the g(r)'s in Fig. 3b). As
discussed in the Introduction, these structural changes have
been robustly demonstrated to consist of a ∼0.5 Å expansion
and broardening of the well-dened solvation shell determined
for I−.43,44,67–71 The well-dened solvation structure of aqueous I−

arises primarily due to the strong electrostatic interactions
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 11391–11401 | 11397
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between the charged halide species and the polar water mole-
cules and has been characterized experimentally in many
studies.32–42,44 This has allowed a good description of the I−–H2O
interaction potential(s) from theory, but much fewer studies
exist for I0 (ref. 63) and there is thus currently no consensus
about the shape of the I0–H2O interaction potential. As
demonstrated in Fig. 3b and 4a, MD studies show how changes
to this interaction (parameterized via the LJ parameters) lead to
subtle yet distinctive changes in g(r) as well as in the DSu+c
calculated therefrom. This allows a benchmark of two sets of
putative LJ-parameters against the acquired TR-XSS data, and
we nd that an I0–H2O interaction potential described by Iopt

0 LJ
parameters of s = 3.75 Å−1 and 3 = 2.51 kJ mol−1 derived from
optimization against alkyl halides and halobenzenes by Jor-
gensen et al.71 give a signicantly better t to the data compared
to using the same I− LJ-parameters for also I0. A more detailed
investigation of the halogen–water interaction for the neutral
atomic species I0 and Br0 using TR-XSS will be reported
elsewhere.
4.3 Structural dynamics

Having established the applicability of the model represented
in eqn (3) on the well studied system iodide, we next move to the
interpretation and discussion of the femtosecond-resolved
results presented in Fig. 2 and 5–7. The results shown for
iodide and the smaller bromide species are similar, which has
hitherto not been investigated with time-resolved X-ray
methods. As evident from Fig. 2a–c, 202 nm photo-excitation
of 100 mM aqueous NaI, NaBr as well as neat H2O leads to
the appearance of clear difference scattering signal. The
difference signal obtained for neat H2O very closely resembles
the well-known difference scattering signal arising from
isobaric heating of water as shown in Fig. S20.† As discussed in
the original work by Quickenden & Irvin78 the absorption coef-
cient of even ultrapure water at 202 nm while very low, is not
zero and the presence of impurities or dissolved O2 may
increase the absorption by an order of magnitude or more.
Given the linear, no-threshold behaviour of the magnitude of
the difference signal measured for neat water as a function of
incident laser uence we ascribe the presence of this “back-
ground” contribution of DS(Q, Dt) primarily to a consequence of
1-photon absorption by the water molecules or impurities such
as dissolved O2 which we did not take any precautions to
remove beyond using milliQ water. However, as Fig. 2d–f shows,
this contribution to DS(Q, Dt) from direct heating of water can
be subtracted as DSMeas(Q, Dt)= DSFull(Q, Dt)− DSH2O,Dt>2.6ps(Q,
Dt) revealing distinct difference scattering signals in the NaI
and NaBr data sets and essentially no residual for neat water.

Fig. 5 illustrates how the heat-subtracted difference signal
from NaI is very well captured on the single-picosecond time
scale by the comparatively simple model presented in eqn (3)
and benchmarked against the Dt = 200 ps data. From inspec-
tion of the residual between data and model in Fig. 5, the
measured difference signal shows slightly sharper features than
the one modelled, indicating that (changes in) the actual
structural motifs giving rise the DSu+c may be more well-dened
11398 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 11391–11401
compared to the model results shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore,
the absence of any signicant time evolution in the shape of the
residual (see ESI Fig. S9†) supports the use of difference signals
calculated from equilibrium simulations for I− and I0 to model
the dynamics following photo-abstraction. This in turn indi-
cates that this model component changes only in magnitude
and not in signal shape as a function of time.

Fitting eqn (3) to the difference signal DS(Q, Dt) for NaI
allows us to determine the evolution of the three individual
components of the difference signal as Fig. 6 shows. For all
three components we observe that there is a short offset (t0 =

0.1–0.2 ps) between the arrival time of the 202 nm excitation
pulse and the onset of the structural dynamics. As X-ray scat-
tering is much more sensitive to the more electron-rich oxygen
atoms relative to the hydrogen atoms, this short “wait time” can
be related to the time scale of break-up of the hydrogen-bond
network which in turn allows the oxygen atoms to move.44

Following the short wait time (t0) the DSv as well as the DSu+c
contributions increase in magnitude with time constants sa =

0.6–0.7 ps and sg = 0.4–0.6 ps, reaching their full magnitudes
aer about a picosecond. Returning to eqn (3) and how DSu+c
and DSv are dened and simulated, we therefore conclude that
the structural changes described in Fig. 3 (expansion of the rst
shell) are completed on this time scale. How this concept also
applies to multiple photon excitation is shown in Fig. 7, where
we conclude that electron-abstraction from a single halide ion
in water is a similar process aer 1- or 2-photon excitation with
the same total energy. As seen in Fig. 3a, the driving force for
this structural re-arrangement can be directly understood as
a consequence of a vertical excitation from the I−–O potential
surface (black line) to one of the I0–O potential surfaces (green

and grey). The driving force F ¼ �dU
dr

ensues the potential and

is dependent on where and on which potential energy surface
the system nds itself aer photoabstraction. As such not only
the shape of the difference signal (Fig. 4a) but also the dynamics
may be a sensitive probe of the I0–O interaction potential.
Further future structural studies could also be targeted towards
the (possibly transient) existence of the I–OH2 pairs not seen in
our classical MD simulations but observed in previous ab initio
MD simulation studies.35,43
4.4 Recombination dynamics

As described in the section on TR-XSS, the a(Dt) parameter on
time scales where the structural dynamics have been completed
has a direct interpretation as an excitation fraction, i.e. how
large a fraction of the initial I− population is in the charge-
neutral I0 state at time Dt. Fig. 6d shows the evolution of a(Dt)
as well as g(Dt) and DT(Dt) on the 20 ps time scale, and a clear
decrease in the excitation fraction is observed. This is shown for
longer time scales in the ESI Fig. S13† from which it is evident
that the excitation fraction does not follow a mono-exponential
decrease towards 0 but reaches a plateau at along. Further, on
the same time scale as we observe the fraction of I0 decrease, we
nd an increase in solvent temperature, DT, which we associate
with the energy released upon eaq + I0 / I− recombination.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The primary observable in the present X-ray scattering study
is the change in distance between the iodide and the oxygen
atoms of the surrounding water molecules, therefore, the
details of the electron localization process in the bulk solvent
are at present very hard to track or quantify, as no X-ray scat-
tering signatures of the neither delocalized nor localized elec-
tron have yet been published. High resolution TR-XAS might
shed further light on the orbital character as well as the delo-
calization and localization dynamics of the electron in the
future. For now, we concentrate on interpreting the observation
of a two-step decay in the fraction of the I0 species as arising
from the photo-abstracted electrons being ejected at Dt = 0 to
form a population of photo-ejected electrons with a mean
distance rej0 from the parent halide, in line with the analysis
presented in previous work.44 This population subsequently
evolves in time with some fraction diffusing in the general
direction of the parent halide and some towards the bulk
solvent. This leads to two time scales for eaq + I0 / I− recom-
bination, with the faster one (s2 = 19 ps in the TA experiment,
sa2 z 20 ps in the TR-XSS experiment) representing the so-
called primary geminate recombination for the fraction of the
photo-ejected electron population diffusing initially towards the
parent halide. The second time scale (>100 ps) characterizes the
secondary geminate recombination where the electron initially
diffuses towards the bulk before eventually recombining with
the parent halide, with potentially a third time scale (which
depends on excitation fraction and initial halide concentration)
representing non-geminate recombination with other neutral
halogens having undergone photoabstraction. The fraction and
time scale of primary geminate recombination depends on the
details of the eaq + I0 interaction potential in the presence of
water but in line with the conclusions of the recent work pre-
sented in Vester et al.44 , we here limit our analysis to a minimal
assumption of pure diffusion, i.e. with a at eaq + I0 interaction
potential, and immediate recombination at a specied distance
rrec.. Applying this framework (see Fig. S17†) we nd that for NaI
the reconstructed distribution is centered at rej0 = 5 Å, and
extends beyond 10 Å. For NaBr, which from Table 1 exhibits
a similar time scale for the primary geminate recombination,
the distribution is even broader, and has a maximum at rej0 = 8
Å. These values are broadly in agreement with the previous
results presented by H. Iglev et al.79 (optical data) and by Vester
et al.44 (XANES data), but we note that (in line with the analysis
presented in the ESI† of ref. 44) a preliminary sensitivity anal-
ysis indicates that rej0 and the distribution width depends
strongly on the parameter choice for the (temperature-
dependent) mutual diffusion coefficient D0 and the recombi-
nation distance rrec.. The temperature dependence of D0 in
particular complicates the picture, as excess energy from the
photo-excitation is released to the solvent following electron
abstraction and localization, leading to locally “hot” solvent. A
full analysis of the presently used model as well as similar
approaches and with the halide/halogen species as the key
observable would be highly interesting, but is not feasible with
the S/N level of the data sets and analysis results presented here.

Summarizing these observations and time scales in relation to
previous studies with optical36,38,79 and photo-electron39,40
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
methodologies, then we nd that despite the difference in main
observable (halogen vs. electron) there is good agreement that the
jointly established time scale of ∼20 ps can be associated with
primary geminate recombination. There is, however, signicant
differences in the underlying modelling, as the optical
approaches introduce several intermediate species to account for
complicated changes in the measured spectra, whereas we here
nd that a simpler diffusion-driven model with no structurally
well-dened intermediates is able to fully account for the
observed dynamics as seen from the solute “point of view”.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we have presented results of optical TAS and TR-
XSS experiments on aqueous iodide and bromide excited with
202 nm laser pulses which induce photoabstraction, I− + hn /
I0 + eaq. The optical experiments observe the photoreaction from
the point of view of the photoabstracted electrons whereas the
X-ray experiments primarily track the structural dynamics as
observed from the point of view of the halogen species. We
observe good agreement between the time scales observed with
the two methods. Structural analysis of the TR-XSS data
demonstrated how the method has a level of sensitivity to the
details of the structural re-arrangement of the solvation struc-
ture that allows benchmarking of parameters describing the
solute–solvent interactions. From quantitative analysis of the
acquired TR-XSS data we conclude that for both halide species
the structural dynamics involve a delay in the signal onset on
a 0.1 ps time scale, a delay which we ascribe tot he time scale for
an initial breaking of the H-bond network. Following this, we
observe an X-ray difference scattering signal which can be
assigned to a structural re-arrangement of the nearest solvent
molecules taking place on a time scale of about 0.5–1 ps. On
longer time scales we observe primary and secondary geminate
recombination eaq + I0 / I− with dynamics that are well
captured by simple diffusion of electrons ejected to the solvent
as broad distribtuons with mean distances of about 5 Å (NaI)
and 8 Å (NaBr). The quality of the TR-XSS data and structural
sensitivity analysis indicates signicant opportunities for
investigating the details and dynamics of the halide/halogen-
water interaction potentials in further detail in future works.
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